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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

AIR80RNE STORES, SUSPENSION EijUIPMENTANO
AIRCRAFT-STORE INTERFACE (CARRIAGE PHASE);

GENERAL OISIGN CRITERIA FOR

This amendment forms a part of Military Specification t41L-A-8591G,
dated 1 Oecember 1983, and is approved for use by al1 Departments and
Agencies of the Department of Oefense.

PAGE 2

2.1.1, below MIL-STO-8i0, add:
“t41L-STO-1760 Aircraft/Store Electrical InterconnectionSystem.”

PAGE 3

●2.i.2,under NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMANO, deiete “NAVAIRINST 3710.7” and its

e

title and substitute:
.;~ “NAVAIRINST 13034.i Flight Ciearance Policies”
.

PAGE 7

3.8 ~u>~ension design crite~, delete paragraph in its entirety and
substitute:

“This section defines the interface requirements for ejected stores.”

PAGE 8

Oelete 3.9 in its entirety and substitute:
“3.g store-to-aircraft inter~ce..are~s.. Stole-to-aircrdft interface areas

shail conform to the dimension and lor+tion requiremel!tsof 3.9.1, 3.9.2,
3.9.3, and 3.9.5. Strength requirements shiii conform to 3.9.4.”

PAGE iO

Figure 2, Section C-C, delete “UPPER SURFACE OF STORE (REFEREIKE)” and
substitute: “UPPER SURFACE OF STORE 800Y CONTOUR EXCLUOING LOCAL
PROTUBERANCES (REFERENCE)”.

PAGE 11

Figure 3, Section C-C, delete “UPPER SURFACE OF STORE (REFERENCE)” and

m

substitute: “UPPER SURFACE OF STORE 800Y CONTOUR EXCLUOING LOCAL
PROTUBERANCES (REFERENCE)“.

-
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PAGE 12

Delete Figure 4 and Notes in their entirety and substitute:

●

~ ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
LOCATION

~MIL-STD-lT60 AUXILIARY
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
LOCATION

FuZE

HIIMARY ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR ~4T10i

SEE-b3 ~FORWARO ~ CRADLING AREA
SEE 3.9.3

NOTES:

~/ A minimum 0.625 inch clearance shall be provided between the rack lower
surface and the store upper surface. This clearance shall not apply to
rack hooks, braces, ejectors, store lu9s or service connections.

3.

Lug and lug well axes shall be normal to the store longitudinal axis
within sl/2” and in the same plane within 21/2”.

Dimensions are in inches.

FIGURE 4. Location of store case components, 14-inch luq stores.
for carriage on 14-inch lug racks.
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Delete Figure 5 and Notes In their entirety and substitute:

$ ELECTRICAL FUZE
C$:O;:TCJR

.7

Q S-PM ELECTRICU
CONNECTOIIHTION

$ Al:l;;)i4y:o;l#JY

UCATION
*

PRMARY EMCTRICM
+ 1%00:25 CONNECTOR LOCATIOtd

SWAY BRACE AREA

wEL,C0N7R0L
ANO SERVICE

S.OO;IN CONNECTIONS

8.0 MIN

63

CRAOLING AREA
SEE 3.9.3

NOTES:

~1 A minimum 0.625 inch clearance shall be provided between the rack lower

surface and the store upper surface. This clearance shall not apply to
rack hmks, braces, ejectors, store lugs or service connections.

~1 Lug and lug well axes shall be normal to the store longitudinalaxis
within =1/2° and in the same plane within =1/2°.

e 3. Olmenslons are In Inches.
.%-,-:.

FIGURE 5. Location of store case components, 14-inch lug stores.
for carriage on 14 or 30-inch lug racks.
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Delete Figure 6 and Notes in their entirety and substitute:

AREA FOR FUEL,C~TROL M
SERVICECONNECTIONS 7

~ELECTRICAL FUZE - ~ MIL-STO-1760 PRIMARY ELECTRICAL

~MIL-3.7D-1760AUXILIARY
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
LOCATION

SWAY BRACE AREA

SEE 3.9.3

‘OLINGAY CE,l’O~ldON
SEE 3.9.3

NOTES:

~/ A minimum 0.625 inch clearance shall be provided between the rack lower

surface and the store upper surface. This clearance shall not apply to

rack hooks, braces, ejectors, store lugs or umbilical connections.

~1 Lug and lug well axes shall be normal to the store longitudinal axis
within =1/2” and in the same plane within *1/2°.

3. Dimensions are in inches.

FIGURE 6. Location of store case components, 30-inch lug stores.
for carriage on 30-inch lug racks.
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@
.. ._

8elow 3.9.4.2, add:
“3.9.5 Electrical connector locatlons. Locations are specified in

Figures 4. 5,and 6 for the foliowing electrical connectors:

a. Connector(s) specified In t41L-STD-1760.

b. 5-pin connector used for rocket launchers and dispenser type
stores.

c. Connector for electrical fuze.”

PAGES 21 and 22

‘3.11.3.1 Qynamic maqniflcation factors, deiete its paragraph In its entirety
and substitute: “Aliowances for dynamic magnificationof accelerations
imposed on the non-released stores by aircraft catapult, arrested landlngs,

and ejections of adjacent stores are not adequately defined for al 1 aircraft
in the load factor envelopes of Append Ices A, 8. and C. Magnifications of the

inertial loads arise due to structural flexlbilities of individualaircraft,
pylons, and suspension equipment. These conditions should be evaluated on an
individual basis. The following paragraphs address many of the usual specific
dynamic load requirements and are provided for general guidance. There may be
additional dyndmic loads that occur for specific storelaircraft combinations
that are not included here, but must be developed in concurrence with the
acquiring activity.”

PAGE 22

●Add the foliowing paragraph:
“3.ii.3.3 adjacent store loads due to reiease, ejection, or launch. Loads

environment shal1 be established at the support attach points of parent store
stations (eg, pylons, bomb racks, and missile launchers) to define the
structural requirements for the retention of non-released stores during alI
types of release modes, such as salvo, single, and ripple. In lieu of
analytical data, appropriate flight measured values may be used. This
analyticaliy derived or measured environment shalI supplement the Inertia load
factors developed using Procedure A, B, or C. The resulting load cases shall
be the limit load conditions.”

3.11.4, third line, delete “514.7 and 515.2” and substitute: “514.3 and
515.3”.

PAGE 25

●6.2.2, fourth iine, delete “371O.7” and substitute: “13034.1.”

e.=
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PAGE 27

6.3.15, below a,, add: “a~-Store local angle of attack due to aircraft
rol1 rate, degrees”.

PAGE 30

Add:

“6.5 Subject term (key word) listing.

Airborne stores
Aircraft-store interface (carriage phase)
Carriage design limit loads
Ejector areas
Store angles of attack and sideslip
Suspension equipment
Sway brace areas”

Delete “6.5” and substitute: “6.6“ for paragraph on “Changes to previous
issue.”

Below Applicable InternationalOrganizations, delete “Standardization
Agreement North Atlantic Treaty Organization (Standg)” and substitute:

“North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)”.

PAGE 55

●Below Dynamic magnification add:
“Adjacent store loads due to 3.11.3.3 22”.

release, ejection, or launch

Under PARAGRAPH, delete “6.5“ and substitute: “6.6” for “Ql~GES FROM
PREVIOUS ISSUE”.___ ———

PAGE 57

Oelete “STORE REINFORCED AREAS” and substitute:
“~ORE-~-=A~~~NTERFACE ARE/n”

Below Ejector areas, add:
“Electrical connector locations 3.9.5

Below sway brace pad areas, add:
“~ECT TERM (KEY WORO) LISTING 6.5

6

20”.

30”.
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0g The margins of this amendment are marked with an asterisk to indicate where
changes (additions, modifications, corrections, deletlons) from the previous
amendment were made. This was done as a convenience only and the Government
assumes no liabllity whatsoever for any inaccuracies In these notations.
8idders and contractors are cautioned to evaiuate the requirementsof this
document based on the entire content irrespectiveof the marginai notations
and relationship to the last previous amendment.

Custodians:
Army - AV
Navy - AS
Alr Force - 18

Review activities:
Air Force - 11, 15

Applicable InternationalOrganizations:
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC)

Preparing activity:
Navy - AS

(Project No. 15GP-0071)
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